DATE: 11 March 2020

TO: R22, R44 & R44 II Owners, Operators, and Maintenance Personnel

SUBJECT: C792-5 Dual Tachometer

BACKGROUND: Supply of C792-4 dual tachometers is limited. A new C792-5 dual tachometer will supersede C792-4 tachometers and is functionally interchangeable. A B792-2 (adapter) harness assembly is required to connect A792-5 tachometers to airframe wiring on earlier R44s.

COMPLIANCE PROCEDURE:

When replacing a C792-4 tachometer with a C792-5 tachometer, install B792-2 dual tachometer harness assembly between tachometer & airframe harness, and tighten two screws on both connectors. Secure B792-2 harness as required with ty-raps.